CA EDUCATION COURSE DESCRIPTION

CA Identity Suite 14.x: CA Identity Portal ‐
Deploy Use Cases 200

Course Overview

PRODUCT RELEASE
CA Identity Suite 14.0

As the keepers of the keys, IT organizations have traditionally chosen identity
management solutions that make their jobs easier—without giving much
consideration to their impact on business users. But, by delivering an inconvenient
and inefficient user experience, IT could be hindering business productivity and
growth. The ideal solution creates a bridge between IT and the business, creating a
convenient, intuitive “one‐stop shop” for business users to obtain services and
information from the identity management system. The CA Identity Suite bridges
this gap by providing an easy to use self‐service console, known as CA Identity
Portal, which can improve business user productivity by delivering identity and
entitlement data in a common business language, as well as a shopping cart
experience for requesting access to new systems.
And with the recent introduction of the Deployment Xpress Marketplace, you can
now select from a set of preconfigured, commonly used identity management use
case templates that contain the basic structure and elements you need to easily
implement identity management business processes, without having to develop
them from scratch. In this course, you will deploy use cases from the Deployment
Xpress Marketplace.

COURSE TYPE, LENGTH & CODE
 Dynamic Labs
Six and one quarter (6.25) hours
 Course Code: 04IMG2037S

What You Will Learn
 Deploy pre‐configured identity management use cases to get your
implementation up and running really quickly.
 Implement robust self‐registration and self‐service capabilities that empower
users.

Course Description: CA Identity Suite 14.x: CA Identity Portal – Deploy Use Cases 200

PREREQUISITES
 Working knowledge of CA
Identity Manager
 Working knowledge of CA
Identity Governance

Course Agenda
Module 1: Deployment Xpress
Overview


WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Identify the key features of the
Deployment Xpress Marketplace

 System Administrator
 Security Administrator
 Application Administrator

Module 3: Customize Deployed Use
Cases

 IT Security Analyst



Customize a deployed use case

Module 2: Deploy Use Cases from
the Deployment Xpress Marketplace
Deploy use cases for user lifecycle
management
 Deploy use cases for self‐registration
and self‐service


Module 4: Develop Use Cases from
Scratch


Create a use case from scratch

 IT Security Auditor
 IT Architect
 Technical Support Analyst
 Partner
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